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Executive summary

This document is known as the Futswap white paper. This document establishes the bases
for the Futswap crypto asset. This technical document is intended to serve as a guide to
explain the proposal of this new crypto asset, a loyalty token.

This token has been designed for the community of interested in new classes of digital
assets, such as: those used for means of payment, for international transfers or remittances,
as reserve value, or speculative instruments. It is for a community looking for new business
opportunities and to be part of the Futswap club where you will find incentives, bonuses,
services and exclusive products.

Futswap is more than a token, it is a Holding of services that are already in operation for the
management of extra-border capital.

For this reason, in addition to the Futswap token, the reader of this document will find
information on the exchange and the Futswap club, which consolidate the growth base of the
token.

About the Club
The Futswap club is the opportunity to experience this ecosystem on a higher level,
consolidating a network that will allow members to have exclusive access to activities to
develop these ties, as well as financial opportunities specifically for the community holding,
and makes  use of the Futswap token.

The Futswap club attracts a wide range of stakeholders; from entrepreneurs to digital
citizens, including culture lovers and club fans.
The club welcomes members with an offer of services that is usually exclusive, that is, from
which only members and their guests can benefit.

About the exchange

Since its creation in the year 2021, Futswap Exchange has been aiming to be the future of
the exchange. With the launch of B2C and B2B financial solutions and tools. Futswap
Exchange already has more than 10,000 users supporting them in the transition and
adaptation to the new digital era and metaverses.

With a set of experiences, developed in blockchain technology using the BNB Chain for its
initial launch with a bep-8 minitoken and migrating to Polygon Chain in November 2022,
Futswap Exchange offers its users investment products, purchases, rewards and transfers
between the digital and traditional financial sector.



Mission and Vision

Futswap's mission is to accompany and facilitate the means for the transfer and exchange of
digital and traditional financial assets, in addition to providing means of payment to its users
and financial management fortheir investments. Making life easier between the digital and
the real world.

The team strives to provide a secure, reliable and convenient gateway between the
contemporary financial world and the new world of digital currencies in a responsible
manner. Futswap wants to help as many people and companies around the world as
possible; in buying, trading and exchanging; both the Futswap token and other
cryptocurrencies listed on the Futswap exchange and the main FIAT currencies.

This project is intended to lead the exchange market in a free, safe and transparent way.
Intermediaries are dispensed with, thus reducing costs and allowing users to maintain
control of their personal information, property and assets. A sustainable businessover time.
Simplicity and reliability are provided in an efficient product that focuses on creating a
smooth and seamless trading experience, without compromising the highest security
measures and standards.

The vision of the project is to secure and contribute to the adoption and applicability of the
Futswap Token. Cryptocurrencies will continue to play a key role in the economy of the
future. For this, we want to provide the means to our community to achieve its financial
objectives.

From Futswap we are committed to becoming a digitalis trustworthy, reliable and coveted;
that can be used by anyone, at any time and place or any business, and in this way achieve
a positive impact on the lives of all our users.



Future challenges and solutions

The loyalty program based on the Futswap token
It is a program based on alliances with other reward systems through the use of a common
token among allies. In turn, the loyalty system will take into account the use of the token and
the services offered by Futswap.

Additionally, exclusive members will be able to participate in cultural and networking events,
and will also have opportunities to create wealth through involvement in real estate programs
and new types of private investment.

What is resolved

The year 2022 has experienced high inflation, generating instability in world markets, which
means a loss of purchasing power. Life savings melt like snow in the sun. Therefore, there is
an urgent need to exchange many national currencies for a stable currency. But still today, in
many parts of the world, this type of exchange can be very difficult to come by and often only
allows for small amounts and at exorbitant fees charged by many operators.

That is why Futswap offers a solution to savers who want to quickly transform part of their
savings into a crypto asset. The Futswap token is a response to the devaluation of fiat
currencies and the traditional banking system. Futswap is a fast, affordable, and secure tool
that makes it easy to trade between fiat and stablecoins, as well as major cryptocurrencies.

At present, all public suffer from the problem of long latency of transactions and poor
performance of deposits. Specifically, Bitcoin takes more than 30 minutes to complete a
transaction, while Ethereum's transaction throughput is only 10 transfers per second (TPS).

Unlike bank transfers that can take hours or days, a quick (seconds) solution is needed
where even small transactions are processed with a fee of a few cents and this is possible
using Blockchain protocols built on Polygon technology. Chain that offers high-speed
transactions.

Futswap is the financial solutions proposal that unites the crypto world with the economy and
traditional financial services. The services it offers are completely legal and supervised.
These services help users exchange fiat and stablecoins in a fast, affordable, secure,
private, and legal way.

Futswap allows you to carry out operations quickly and safely.

It must be taken into account that Futswap is a company incorporated in Dubai, El Salvador,
Estonia and Sweden, operating in more than 20 countries with 200,000 transactions today
and has more than 10,000 clients since its creation. Futswap will continue to grow and will
be able to scale the number of transactions thanks to the Polygon Chain platform.



The main objective is to be a channel between the traditional savings, investment and
payment mechanisms with the growing crypto world, as well as to improve the usability
conditions of the platform for its clients by providing the tools that allow its users to manage
their resources at a global level. global.



Developed solutions

Futswap has a range of financial services that cover the needs of customers, allowing them:
a. Integrate bank accounts in different fiat currencies.
b. Manage different cryptocurrencies.
c. Use your financial assets in much of the world without restrictions.
d. Access financial leverage services.
e. Centralize the exchange, purchase and sale operations of cryptocurrencies; either for

investment purposes, payment mechanisms or transfer of international assets.
f. Make operations at very low cost.

Futswap services include:

a. The exchange (Exchanges)
The exchange platform is aimed at both natural persons and corporate clients for trading
assets and futures based on cryptocurrencies.

Our activities are regulated and monitored by European Union legislation, with Estonian
license No FVT000501 of April 12, 2021

b. A neo banking service for your liquidity
The great advantage of having a 100% digital bank is the possibility that gives clients the
mobility of their money and their cryptos without borders or limitations

Futswap neo-banking has 10,000 clients and 20 companies since 2021

These services include:
a. accounts Standard: These accounts are divided between accounts with fiat
currencies and accounts in crypto.

i. accounts Standard support transactions in dollars, euros and sterling
at this time.

ii. Crypto accounts support operations in BTC, USDT and ETH
iii. With the standard account, users have the possibility of requesting a

prepaid card with recharge capacity, for payments in establishments in
person or for electronic payments over the internet.

iv. It also offers the facility to make transfers between accounts of other
Futswap users.

b. Savings Account: Futswap offers accounts in fiat and cryptocurrencies.
i. Savings accounts in fiat currency can have transactions in dollars,

euros and sterling
ii. . Crypto accounts can be in BTC, USDT and ETH
iii. 7% annual interest on the account balance. (Subject to change)

c. Trust for loans to platform users: In the case of having an account with



Futswap and being a cryptocurrency holder , clients have the possibility of requesting
loans at competitive rates, with collateral from the cryptocurrencies they have in the
bill.

c. Futcard
The card allows you to use your money instantly, either for credit card purchases,
using ATMs or for online payments.
These cards can be loaded in dollars, euros and sterling

At the time of writing, there are 4 types of Futcard:
a. Futcard 1k with a limit up to $1,000
b. Futcard 2.5 with a limit up to $2,500
c. Futcard 5K with a limit up to $5,000
d. Start Black with a limit of up to $10,000
e. Premium Blue with a limit of up to $25,000
f. VIP Silver with a limit of up to $100,000

Additionally, Futcard cards have:
a. Extended load limit
b. Withdrawals at ATMs internationally (Restrictions apply depending on the country)
c. Payments for online purchases
d. Payments in points of sale
e. For person-to-person transfers (Peer to peer thanks to our software, which offers

scalability, robustness, anonymity and security).
f. reward system

i. for customers for their acquisition and use.
g. Support service (24/7) supported in the following languages   in English and Spanish.

d. White
Companies interested in offering these services to their own communities can
request them in white label.

White label services include:
a. Hybrid Card (Credit or debit)
b. Transfers person to person
c. Support service is 24/7

The development of services is adapted to market changes, to ensure that the offer meets
expectations and that consumers be satisfied. For this reason, Futswap is constantly
growing its sales force, to establish a relationship of trust with its clients through the
information and advice provided.
We currently have more than 10,000 Futswap



e. Futswap Pay
It is the platform for paying for goods and services with cryptocurrencies in
establishments. As well as the almost real-time dispersion of payments to suppliers,
users or customers. Saving up to 70% in transfer commissions).

Among the most common businesses that use these services are:
Restaurants, deliveries, physical and online stores, companies, independent
professionals, hotels, travel agencies, airlines and educational institutions.

Futswap Pay allows you to receive payments in BTC, USDT and ETH. The security
and agility with which payments are made give great confidence to customers who
use them.

Other advantages:
a. Web payment buttons Payment
b. link Payment
c. control through the platform
d. Bulk shipments through the Futswap API
e. Payments are managed in separate wallets for each cryptocurrency.

f. Custody to protect your financial assets
Custody services are increasingly necessary, and Futswap to complete its value offer
offers its clients the protection and custody of their assets.
This service has an audit and is adjusted according to the needs of the clients.



airdrop
operations will be carried out Airdrop to promote the entry of potential investors to actively
participate and promote the ecosystem.

The purpose is to reward users interested in participating in the growth of the business with
the Futswap token. A situation that undoubtedly captures the attention of many people, since
it is a good opportunity to obtain more benefits.

The promotion strategy aims to expand the effective participation of new users and boost the
economic activity of the project to which they are associated, having a positive impact on the
growth of the Futswap ecosystem; promoting its development and guaranteeing a better
distribution of the tokens, thus decentralizing the control of the project.

The initial airdrop seeks to reach a critical mass of users for the consolidation phase of the
project.

How to participate in a Futswap Airdrop?

Types of operations Airdrops to be carried out

First Airdrops “Call to action”. Fulfillment of missions

The first phase is thought of as a “Welcome Pack”: The Welcome Pack
to thank new users for their connection.

Tokens will be delivered in counterpart of "call to action": The objective is to ask users to
perform certain tasks in order to participate in the bonus process such as:

1. itRegister in the exchange and make a first deposit of 500 USDT and keepfor 3
months locked you will receive 10 USDT in Futswap token

2. Buy Futswap token packages in exchange you will receive Futswap token according
to the following table:

Purchase of Package Immediate incentive



Amount of additional Futswap tokens
received

Package of 100 Futswap tokens You will receive 5 additional Futswap tokens

Package of 200 Futswap Tokens You will receive an additional 10 Futswap
Tokens

Bundle of 300 Futswap Tokens You will receive an additional 20 Futswap
Tokens

Bundle of 400 Futswap Tokens You will receive an additional 30 Futswap
Tokens

Bundle of 500 Futswap Tokens You will receive an additional 50 Futswap
Tokens

3. For requesting the Futcard card, activating it and charging it (minimum charge 100
USD), the client will receive 10 USDT in Futswap token.

Newly created airdrops along with associated information will be published exclusively on
the official Futswap website and airdrops.io page. In these locations all the necessary steps
will be indicated to be able to participate in the different airdrops.

It is not an investment: Futswap airdrops are free remittances of Futswap tokens, which
will be delivered to users with the aim of encouraging the use of services and the economy
of the project. In no case should they be considered as a form of investment in the project,
for which money can be asked in exchange for benefits or participation in it from the
founders.

Second Airdrops for Holdear. Investment in long-term Futswap token
Airdrops

for possession:

The requirement to receive the airdrop is to have a certain amount of the token in the wallet
destined by Futswap. Normally, the amount to receive per airdrop is related to the number of
tokens in possession. In this way, the greater the possession of tokens, the greater the
reward to be received.

By linking to the possession Airdrop the user will receive Futswap tokens according to the
following table:

https://airdrops.io/


Valid up to Futswap Tokens Additional tokens
received

03/30/2023 500 25 Futswap tokens

03/30/2024 600 42 Futswap tokens

03/30/2025 1200 120 Futswap tokens

tokens to The must remain for one year.



Earn / Return on Savings on Futswap Token
Designed to increase user income
Earn is a way to earn rewards by holding the Futswap Token.

The investor can allocate a portion of their assets and earn a reward percentage over time.
This usually involves a "investment fund", which can be considered similar to certificates of
deposit with a fixed term.

Many long-term cryptocurrency holders look toearn a way to put your assets to work
generating rewards, instead of having cryptocurrency portfolios gathering dust.

The “earn” usually requires a blocking period or "vesting" during which your crypto-asset
cannot be transferred. This can be a disadvantage, since you will not be able to trade with
tokens blocked for a period, even if the prices fluctuate, for this reason it is recognized with a
higher investment rate than the one offered by the financial sector for term deposits.

"Earn" is a process of investing cryptocurrencies to earn a return in the form
of passive income. Essentially, the user adds liquidity and earns rewards in
the form of interest in return.

Earn money with interest:A simple and safe way to generate passive
income.

If the user does not intend to trade daily, this is an excellent solution and will benefit from
both the interest and price developments of your asset in the long term. Please note that
even if the assets are locked, they are still owned by the user. Username. However, they
cannot be used to make transactions or be transferred to another Wallet.

No hardware or special knowledge is required, all you have to do is have Futswap tokens in
a wallet intended for recognition for having part of these tokens blocked. It is the way in
which the network pays the investor and he can obtain passive income.

You will be able to receive the profits while ensuring that your deposits increase in value
during the holding period.

The reason why the Futswap cryptocurrency offers rewards

The earn works in the same way as a deposit of a fixed-term certificate, but by investing in
the “earn” , the user contributes to the development of the Futswap platform and in return
receives a higher rate than what you receive in the traditional financial sector.



All deposits are found in a smart contract, which in turn guarantees more security regarding
the conditions and payment periods, entry and exit of the investment, as well as returns.
Once the initial investment plus the interest earned is returned, the smart contract is
terminated.

After the "Buy" purchase, "Savings" are immobilized (in the
Lock-Earn Wallet). Futswap tokens intended to receive "Earn"
benefits will generate passive income in the form of interest.
"Receive". At the end of the period, both the investment and its
interest are returned to your personal Wallet.

Earn Locked Earn Locked

Reward Table

Hold
Amount

Locked Yield %
APR*

Minimum Contributio
ns
Maximum
Contributio
ns

End

55555 20000 36% 100 500 03/30/2023

62500 15000 24 120 600 03/30/2020

1250020 1250020 % Earn Date 03/30/2025

*APR. is the periodic rate times the number of periods in the year. In this case, nominal
annual due. This value will be settled according to the time of possession.

Rewards Futswap Crypto



Minimum and maximum
amounts 120 / 1200 according to periods

Blocking
period Fixed retention period: This means that
you will not be able to withdraw your assets
before the determined period. The blocking
period will be set at one year from the deposit.

Recurrence of payments %APR according to the Hold Amount. Annual
03/30, 2023, 2024, 2025

To avoid market manipulation, there will be a lock-up period in which
participants will have to comply in order to receive returns.



Loyalty model The loyalty

strategy

Why a loyalty token?

Loyalty tools such as loyalty and sponsorship programs with personalized promotional offers
will be implemented. Affiliate loyalty is a major strategic challenge as it is essential to do
everything possible to keep affiliates engaged.

strategy "inbound marketing" is intended to retain our customers, it is not based solely on the
application of tools, but rather seeks to provide financial opportunities that develop a link in
the community.

An interactive relationship marketing system is being implemented based on relationships
with affiliates and loyalty; creating and sharing relevant offers, with the aim of creating
long-term relationships.

The marketing program is accompanied by an incentive program based on tokens, which will
allow greater flexibility at the time of transfer and future integration with programs of future
allies

. The tokens can be exchanged with other programs, cryptocurrencies or traditional fiduciary
money; with the goal of becoming a rewards and investment asset. The future investment
scheme contemplates sectors such as real estate within the Futswap ecosystem.

Futswap vs. Loyalty Models

One of the main problems with most loyalty programs is their strict redemption process. This
is where the Blockchain comes into play, allowing companies to transact with each other
through a loyalty engine in an open and decentralized protocol system.

The decentralized and collaborative program is governed by a loyalty engine based on
Blockchain technology. It is an innovative use that combines a wide offer with the specific
interests of our users. Futswap offers a wide range of products and services for affiliates to
redeem their loyalty points.

The platform will offer affiliates the possibility of benefiting from special or promotional offers.
Additionally, users will have access to private sales, and/or exceptional commercial
discounts during their periods of maximum demand. These offers can refer to all affiliates or
be proposed by the seller on a case-by-case basis.



Futswap Club within the Futswap loyalty

model has a VIP, a private circle that will provide members with both experiential
experiences and financial opportunities.

The loyalty engine is built on blockchain technology, in such a way that the points belong to
the users and each one can use them at the time they consider convenient since they do not
expire.

Subscription plans will have periodic payments that will give you access to different rewards
according to your enrollment level.

Futswap has the possibility of making international payments through your card or your
wallet. In this way, the tokens received can be used for tangible and intangible prizes, both
with the markets associated with the network and those that are outside of it.

Members will be invited to exclusive Futswap events where they will be able to enjoy
different activities reserved for active members of the club.

Among the activities that Futswap will offer its members you can find:

● Exclusive events on yachts in different places (Dubai; Marbella, Miami, Monaco, etc.)
● Exclusive events in luxury villas.
● Invitation of celebrities from the crypto and business world to events.
● Rent luxury villas with special conditions payable with the Futswap token.
● Activities to strengthen the network and more news to be revealed soon.

Construction of the loyalty engine

To be part of the Futswap club, you must follow a few very simple steps. The exclusive
member may be bound by the payment of his membership stipulated in the terms and
conditions of the FEC Futswap Exclusive Club.

Advantages of the Futswap rewards system Immediate

● availability of points for redemption
● Points do not expire
● Depending on the plan, it can generate income
● Security of the availability, use and transfer of points by being registered in the

Tokenomics
The platform has a token called Futswap Token that will work natively on the . It will have a
limited supply (borrowing Bitcoin's principle of limiting supply) of 1,000,000 tokens. The goal



of having such a limited supply is to allow us to control token inflation, as well as gain value
through organic and exponential growth.

Token Use Cases

The plan is for the token to have several utility functions, including helping payments and
the movement of value in investment projects, for example real estate, as well as other
appropriate businesses and investments.

This token is the main unit of exchange in the multifaceted and decentralized Futswap
ecosystem. Furthermore, users will be able to use the Futswap token to pay, transfer funds
and even settle payments.

Futswap Token will function as a Fidelity Token that can be widely used on the platform to
access a variety of products and services.

The Futswap token will be integrated with the other offerings on the Futswap platform,
allowing users to unlock the true value of their token holdings. The destination of the Token
resources is the reinvestment in the operation and in the means to grow the community and
the use of our services, this includes marketing.

The surplus value of the token price growth is essential to generate working capital. These
funds will be used in the development and improvement of the Futswap financial ecosystem,
as well as the development of its own tools and services, with smart contracts that allow the
tokenization of projects on the platform. Token sales will take place on various
cryptocurrency exchanges, both centralized and decentralized.



Metrics
Token Name: FUTSWAP

Total Token Supply 1,000,000 Total Supply

Protocol: Polygon MATIC

Symbol: FTSWP

Contract Address 0x63E77dc4790C241Fb9C9FbCAC
b84765B724e447d

Mintable Yes

Burneable Yes, >2030

Type: Phase 1: Community Token
Phase 2: Security Token

dividible F 1

pricestarting price 9.90 USD/USDT

Technical infrastructure: Why do we use Polygon Chain?

In 2008, with the publication of "A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System" by Satoshi
Nakamoto, Bitcoin started, the first cryptocurrency that allowed a spectacular growth of
blockchain technology. The first Exchange (cryptocurrency exchange) began operations in
March 2010. With Vitalik Buterin's concept paper in 2013 that came to life as an independent
Blockchain, in 2015 the possibility of creating smart contracts began, and paved the way for
the part business with the possibility of financing through ICO and the consolidation of
decentralized financing known as DEFI. However, the scale of Ethereum has emerged as a
problem, with high gas fees weighing down network users during specific periods.

Ethereum proved its worth and dominated the crypto space, though due to scalability issues,
users started looking for alternatives.

For these reasons, it was chosen to work with Polygon Chain technology, a new, faster and
cheaper high-performance blockchain. Polygon Chain offers Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM) and smart contract capabilities without causing network congestion or reduced
performance.



ahead

ChallengesT he overall development drive now faces a number of key challenges.

The fusion of blockchain technologies and AI will enable Futswap to build a revolutionary
cryptocurrency, supporting significantly higher transaction speed, superior accessibility for
general users, enhanced security from malicious attacks, and highly flexible operations.

In order to be at the forefront of innovation, we are consolidating a series of alliances,
agreements and unions with leading companies in the technology sector. Not only to offer
cutting-edge disruptive products and services, but also to be more reliable and at the
forefront in this sector.

Public
IEO token sale of Futswap tokens on Polygon Chain in P2B.



The Wallets

Below are the Futswap wallets, their destination and the maximum and/or minimum amounts
of each of them.

Amount 0x63E77dc4790C241Fb9C9
FbCACb84765B724e447d

Main

Contained
1,000,000

Total Supply

Burn

--

Starting at 2030. All tokens
that return to us with a
controlled burn and up to
95% of the total supply.

Circulation supply

600,000

Released over the next 3
years, see road map.

Reserve - Frozen
Deed of Trust

50,000

Freeze: Reserve of value
until reaching 50,000
ounces of 24k gold backed
by Global Trustee (trust
deed)

Team Vesting / Advisors

250,000

They are released in a total
of 10 years from March 30,
2023 starting with a 20 % of
the total and up to 8 years
more 2031 estimated.

Airdrop in IEO

50,000

over the next 3 years until
2025. read airdrop
conditions and road map

Earn Locked in Exchange or
Futswap app 50,000

over the next 3 years until
2025. read earn locked
conditions and road map



Roadmap

January 18, 2021
Pre-lanzamiento, creación del token

● Pruebas de distribución, única quema de 100 tokens
● Consolidación del equipo
● Liberación de 50.000 token de Reserva de valor que va a sumar en fideicomiso, el

cual aumenta con el valor de los activos, más la utilidad trimestral y la inyección de
capital. Esto equivale al 5% del total supply, que es nuestro security token para el
futuro.

● 250.000 team vesting, release a 10 años total

01 de Agosto 2022 Lanzamiento
● Lanzamiento “public sale”
● 299.950 Tokens de 2 años
● Inician los Airdrops y los Earn locked. limitado hasta 20.000 cada uno
● Earn programado hasta por 55.555 tokens con una rentabilidad anual de 36% APR

con una inversión mínima de 100 tokens y hasta 500 tokens de inversión máxima.
● Pre-Lanzamiento del Club Futswap

01 de Abril de 2023
● Lanzamiento del Club Futswap

○ Tercera liberación de los tokens de Inversión por una cantidad de 149.975
○ Earn programado hasta por 62.500 tokens con una rentabilidad anual de

24% APR con una inversión mínima de 120 tokens y hasta 600 tokens de
inversión máxima.

○ Continúan los Airdrops y los Earn locked. limitado hasta 15.000 cada uno
● Liberación de 50.000 tokens del team vesting
● 20.000 en airdrop desde Agosto 1 2022

30 de Marzo de 2024
○ cuarta liberación de los tokens de Inversión por una cantidad de 149.975
○ Earn programados hasta por 125.000 tokens con una rentabilidad anual de

12% APR con una inversión mínima de 230 tokens y hasta 1.200 Tokens de
inversión máxima.

○ Continúan los Airdrops y los Earn locked. limitado hasta 15.000 cada uno
● Liberación de 25.000 Tokens del team vesting

01 de Abril de 2025 y Años siguiente 25.000 hasta cumplir los 250.000 10 años (Le da
seguridad al inversor)
El token es para aprovecharlo en la comunidad



Regulación

Licencia FVT000501 Futswap
Servicio de moneda virtual
Servicio de cambio de moneda virtual por dinero
Servicio de billetera de moneda virtual
Servicio de cambio de moneda virtual a moneda virtual

Futswap 969796-0111 es una empresa fiduciaria sueca -Global Trustee-, una sociedad de
responsabilidad limitada organizada y existente bajo las leyes del Reino de Suecia.



Disclaimers
Recomendamos leer atentamente esta cláusula de exención de responsabilidad antes de
leer, antes de hacer cualquier uso de este documento.

Tenga en cuenta que, debido a las restricciones impuestas por la ley en varias
jurisdicciones, la solicitud de compra de tokens criptográficos puede no estar disponible a
los residentes de algunos países debido a sus jurisdicciones.

Este documento no está destinado a ser distribuido ni utilizado por ninguna persona o
entidad en ninguna jurisdicción o país donde la distribución o el uso de dicha información
sea contraria a la ley oa la normativa. En consecuencia, este documento de este sitio NO
está disponible en jurisdicción en la que la distribución o el uso de dicha información sea
contraria a la ley.

Al aceptar y leer este documento, usted garantiza y representa y acepta que no es
ciudadano, ni residente fiscal o permanente de un país en el que la compra de tokens
criptográficos en el marco de la Venta de Tokens está prohibida, restringida o requiere
registros de cualquier tipo.

Para el disclaimer

Debe leer toda la información publicada en el Sitio Web antes de confirmar su participación
en la Compra del Token.

No se trata de una inversión: los AirDrops son remesas gratuitas de tokens Futswap, que
se entregarán a los usuarios con el objetivo de que se utilicen los servicios e impulsen la
economía del proyecto. En ningún caso deben considerarse como una especie de inversión
en el proyecto, por la que se le pueda pedir dinero a cambio de beneficios o participación en
el mismo.

Please note that the availability of the products and services on the Futswap web/mobile App is subject to jurisdictional
limitations. Futswap may not offer certain products, features and/or services on the Futswap web/mobile App in certain
jurisdictions due to potential or actual regulatory restrictions.No legal, tax, investment, or other advice is provided by any
Futswap entity. Please consult your legal/tax/investment professional for questions about your specific circumstances.The
Futswap Earn Interest Product is not available for citizens or residents of certain jurisdictions, including where restrictions may
apply, such as Bulgaria, Estonia and the USA.Regional restrictions: American Samoa, Anguilla, Dominica, Fiji, Guam, Palau,
Panama, Seychelles, Trinidad and Tobago, US Virgin Islands, Vanuatu, Venezuela, Iran and North Korea.Futswap Copyright ©
2021-2022 all rights reserved


